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ABSTRACT
Resonant profile shift resulting from a change of resonant conditions is classically used for sensing, either liquid
refractive index or immobilized biological layer effective thickness. Resonant waveguide gratings (RWG) allow sensing
over a large spectral domain, depending on the materials and geometrical parameters of the grating. Profiles
measurements usually involve scanning instrumentation. We recently demonstrated that direct imaging multi-assay
RWGs sensing may be rendered more robust using spatial Fano profiles from “chirped” RWG chips. The scheme
circumvents the classical but demanding scans: instead of varying angle or wavelength through fragile moving parts or
special optics, a RWG structure parameter is varied. Our findings are illustrated with resonance profiles from
nanostructured silicon nitride waveguide on glass. A sensitivity down to Δn=2x10-5 or biomolecules mass density of 10
pg/mm2 is demonstrated through theory and experiments. To assess different sensing wavelength, the period might also
vary within the same chip support. We discuss guiding properties and sensing sensitivities of RWG sensing over the
whole visible spectral range. Resonant profiles are analyzed using a correlation approach, correlating the sensed signal to
a zero-shifted reference signal. This analysis was demonstrated to be more accurate than usual fitting, for analyzing
signals including noise contribution. The current success of surface plasmon imaging suggests that our work could
leverage an untapped potential to extend such techniques in a convenient and sturdy optical configuration. Moreover,
extended spectral range sensing can be addressed by dielectric waveguide structures. This allows sensitive sensing of
small volumes of analyte, which can be circulated close from the resonant waveguide. Together with the demonstration
of highly accurate fits through correlation analysis, our scheme based on a “Peak-tracking chip” demonstrates a new
technique for multispectral sensitive sensing through nanostructured chip imaging.
Keywords: Resonant sensing, resonant waveguide gratings, multispectral, imaging

1. INTRODUCTION
Label-free optical sensing can be performed thanks to resonant structures, notably by measuring their resonance response
through their spectrum. It can be used to perform liquid refractive index sensing or label-free biological sensing, by
determining the effective thickness of a biological layer immobilized on the chip surface. Surface plasmon resonance or
dielectric resonant structures can be used. Resonant waveguide gratings (RWG) allow sensing over a large spectral
domain, easily attained by a combination of available materials and geometrical parameters of the grating.
Change of resonance condition might be measured through the shift of the resonant response, for instance from
spectral measurement (u≡λ) [1,2] or angular scan (u≡θ) [3], or through the change of diffraction efficiency Irefl (u=u0)
measured in fixed spectro-angular optical configuration [4]. While the shift in resonance response is a more robust
measurement as it is based on an intensity sequence instead of one point, it however relies on costly instrumentation. For
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spectral based measurement, sensing in a 2D array format is ensured either using a spectro-imager [2] or tunable light
source [1]. As for angular resonance profiles, they are measured by highly precise angular scan [3]. Intensity variation at
a single (λ0,θ0) condition might also be used, but such single point measurement is more prone to background
contribution and therefore less reliable.
To combine simple instrumentation [4] and robust measurement based on near-resonance intensity sequence, we recently
proposed a scheme based on engineered spatial intensity sequences [5,6]. Instead of varying a wave parameter through
instrumentation, our scheme is based on a specially designed nanostructuration having one of its spatial parameters u
varied to scan the resonance. The variation profile is then detected on different pixels of an imaging array, forming
adequate “tracks”. The structure (materials and geometry, including layer thickness and nanostructured patterns) are
chosen to perform sensing at a targeted wavelength with a high degree of flexibility in nanostructured pattern on a 2D
chip format.
We recently demonstrated that this direct imaging multi-assay RWGs sensing method may be rendered more robust
using spatial Fano profiles that naturally arise from “chirped” RWG chips that request relaxed fabrication constraints.
Tracks spatial profiles (2D images) have sufficient discretization for sensitive sensing and accurate peak shift tracking.
Resonant profiles are analyzed using a correlation approach, correlating the sensed signal to a zero-shifted reference
signal.
We first introduce the sensing principle of sensing resonant profiles through imaging varying nanostructuration. We then
explain how the nanostructuration can be further exploited, in order to be able to sense several wavelength of the same
chip support. Experimental validations are also presented.

2. SENSING PRINCIPLE
2.1 Resonant sensing through imaging
Resonant response depends on layer thicknesses, etching depth, filling factor, layers refractive indexes and period. We
call “tracks” the elementary sensing area on the chip [5]. To scan around the resonance, the waveguide structure is varied
slowly along a track and a resonant profile can then be extracted from spatial information of a monochromatic picture. In
this paper, we illustrate the case of filling factor variation delivering Fano spatial profiles and vary as well the period, to
be able to perform sensing of several wavelengths using the same chip support. With tracks elongating along one
dimension, and periods varied along the other, the scheme obviously fits with 2D array sensing, as long as the
elementary RWGs are imaged on a limited number of pixels of the array.
For sensing in the visible range, we choose silicon nitride RWGs on glass substrate, both materials being transparent
over the visible range with nSiN~2, and nSiO2~1.5. Our previous demonstrations were mostly based on monochromatic
sensing, with multiple tracks of the same geometry on the same surface. Here, we also vary the track period, so that
several wavelengths can be sensed using the same chip support and cover the visible range.
In Fig. 1(A), we give the resonant response for refractive indices of the analyte of n=1.39 and n=1.4, namely for a
change Δn=10-2. The tracks discretization illustrated here corresponds to a wavelength λ=545 nm obtained for a period
Λ=450 nm, as will be discussed later. Fig. 1(B) gives the intensity images, as can be measured experimentally using a
monochromatic set-up and illuminating the chip in resonant conditions. A scheme of a track is given in Fig. 1(C) and
results in a stepwise profile as seen in Fig. 1(A) due to fabrication limitation (the groove width varies by steps of 4 nm,
due to fabrication limitation). The elementary RWGs of the tracks are called « micropads », each micropad having its
filling factor fm=dm/Λm, where m is the index of the micropad, and Δd=4 nm. With a period of Λ=450 nm as illustrated
here, it corresponds to Δf=0.0089.
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Figure 1: (A) Fano profiles for sensed media of refractive index nA=1.39 and nB=1.4 (B) Same as in (A) but in intensity scale,
corresponding to measured images on a monochromatic set-up (C) Track details, with micropads of different filling factors, fm=dm/Λ,
where dm is the groove width, increasing along the track, to span from f1~0.35 and fM=0.65.

2.2 Multispectral sensing
To assess different wavelengths over the whole visible range, the period can also vary within the same chip support, thus
achieving different sensing areas for different wavelengths [8]. Grating realized at periods Λ=380 to Λ =520 nm allow to
cover the whole visible range on one cm² chip. We discuss guiding properties and sensing sensitivities of RWG sensing
over the whole spectral range, with only geometrical pattern parameters being varied, while layer thicknesses and etching
depths are kept constant.
For each of the period, the filling factor is varied on a range of f1=0.35 to fM=0.65. The pattern is defined by electronbeam lithography, and the minimal geometrical increase for the groove width is of 4 nm. Therefore, the filling factor
variation step between adjacent micropads will decrease from Δf380nm = 0.0105 down to Δf520nm = 0.0077. This results in
a smaller number of tracks needed to cover the whole filling factor range with the shortest period than with the largest. A
scheme of the nanostructured chip is given in Figure 2(A,B), with (A) side view, with constant thickness of substrate and
waveguide thickness and (B) top view, with the varying period to cover the whole visible spectrum and allow sensing
accordingly. Several such patterns can be placed on a single chip, therefore allowing multispectral array sensing, or
simply using some of the tracks for reference, to correct from drift (mechanical, temperature, etc.)
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Figure 2: (A) Side view of the chip design, with constant geometrical thickness for the SiN waveguide and same glass substrate. The
gratings geometrical parameters are varied in term of period and filling factor and have the same etching depth (B) Top view of the
design: the filling factor is varied in the vertical direction to obtain spatial resonant profiles and the period is varied in the horizontal
direction, to be able to sense multiple wavelength using the same chip support.

3. NANOSTRUCTURATION FOR MULTISPECTRAL SENSING
Photonic properties of RWGs basically scale as Λ/λ~0.83, and we keep the thickness of the layers and the etching depth
of the grating similar for all tracks, with a thickness of 110 nm for the SiN layer, etched over a thickness of 45 nm.
Consequently, spectrally the mode will be more confined in the structure of larger wavelength, resulting in a larger Qfactor in term of spectral resonance response.
We calculated the diffraction efficiency depending of the filling factor and refractive index of the analyte using
scattering matrix formalism [7]. The resulting diffraction efficient maps are given in Figure 3(A-C) for 3 different
wavelength and periods. The chosen wavelength are λ=450 nm with Λ=380 nm, λ=545 nm with Λ=450 nm and λ=630
nm with Λ=520 nm, illustrating sensing over most of the visible range. In Figure 3(D-F), we give the image of a single
track for each of the wavelengths, focusing on micropads around resonance. Corresponding Fano response profiles are
also given. The diffraction efficiency clearly decreases as the period increases as explained above. In term of filling
factor, the range remains the same for the different period, since it scales like Λ/λ.
All spatial profiles have sufficient discretization to properly sample resonances and can be used for accurate sensing.
They can be fitted with a correlation approach, specifically for shift determination, as presented in the next section.
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Figure 3: (A-C) Map of monochromatic track images depending on the refractive index of the analyte at the wavelength of (A) λ=480
nm, (B) λ=550 nm and (C) λ=630 nm (D-F) Track images extracted for a given refractive index n=1.45 on a number of 15 micropads,
for each of the wavelengths, with their intensity profiles plotted as well.

3.1 Peak shift determination with correlation analysis
For sensing purpose, it is necessary to quantify the shift of the resonant response, and then deduce the change of
refractive index (or the amount of biomolecules) at the chip surface.
We demonstrated that correlation analysis was robust to Fano lineshape asymmetry and gave better accuracy than usual
fitting models (Gauss and Lorentz fitting model). In Fig.4, we illustrate the shift calculation using correlation analysis.
We call S the signal to analyze and Sref the reference signal. Here the signal images consist in 2D matrix, of dimensions
Dx × M Dy, where M is the number of micropad per track and Dx and Dy are the number of pixels spanning a micropad in
both directions.
Note that the number of pixels in the vertical direction might be Dy=1, and therefore our correlation analysis model can
be applied to any Fano-lineshape signal. This shift in micropad unit is considered as proportional to the refractive index
change at the chip surface. For a large refractive index span, a curvature is observed and a weakly nonlinear calibration
might be necessary to interpret the peak shift.
Except from parasitic contributions the Dx lines ideally have the same signal, and we therefore calculate the correlation
on each of the lines between the signal and the reference images and average over the different lines. The difference
between the lines may have optical origins (for instance distortion) or be due to fabrication variability. Noise
contribution is also different on each of the pixel (i, j).
The correlation function can be expressed as by equation (1) as follows:
(1)
C (Δj ) = Dx−1Σ j Σi S (i , j ) ⊗ S ref (i , j )
To increase the precision of this correlation beyond the micropad unit and perform sensitive sensing, meaning have a
precise determination of the position of the resonance, we calculate the centroid of the correlation function after
correcting it from its average and bringing it at a high power exponent k. We use k=10. This operation conveniently
limits the less desired tail contribution of the profile in our determination.
The corresponding correlation function C’ is given by equation (2):
C’k=(C− <C2>)k
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(2)

The spatial shift of the track profile may be quantified in micropad unit Δm, this value being interpreted to determine an
analyte refractive index or a biolayer thickness in the case of biosensing. The induced shift in pixels is given by equation
(3) as follows:

Δ j sensed =

∑ Δ j C ' (Δ j )/ ∑ C ' (Δ j )
k

k

(3)
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Figure 4: Peak shift calculation determination

Let us stress that this kind of analysis is applicable with any kind of resonant Fano profile, and therefore widely
applicable in the field of sensing based on resonant shift. For spectrum, the discretization is usually the number of pixels
of the detector, and can be converted in wavelength unit. For angle scan, the discretization samples the angles along the
scan.

4. EXPERIMENT
RWG structures are realized by electron-beam lithography. We first choose a glass substrate, and PECVD SiN is then
deposited on the substrate, prior to chromium deposition by sputtering [5,9]. The chromium layer serves to reduce
charging effect as well as intermediate mask. The resist is then spin-coated prior to electron-beam exposure and
development. The chromium can then be etched, followed by the silicon nitride and final removal of the photoresist and
chromium layer.
The track images have been measured using a single chip, as illustrated in Figure 5(A), with the wavelength filtered by a
monochromator. Measured track images are presented in Figure 5(B). All tracks of this array exhibit a high quality peaktracking behaviour, with a variation of the underlying Fano parameters from blue to red (the resonance becomes more
symmetric on the red side for instance), a trend of the type expected from the constant height step of the grating.
Back to the overall chip design, the chip has 2 set of tracks on its surface, one with 25 tracks to perform sensing over the
whole visible range, and one with 3 tracks, serving as reference. Only 3 tracks are made for the reference, in order to
save more writing time of the electron-beam lithography process to produce more tracks and longer ones.
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The chip is mounted onto a black anodized aluminum holder [10], and the fluid is circulated in a chamber formed by the
chip and the holder. This allows to sense small amount of fluid, and is therefore of interest in analytical science or
biological analysis applications. It can also be employed for food safety. For instance, we demonstrated the application
of the multispectral sensing to oil samples depending on the number of cooking cycle or oil mixture [8].
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Figure 5: (A) Image of a fabricated chip for multispectral sensing with 25 tracks of varying period (steps of 10 nm) to
allow sensing over the whole visible range, and with 3 additional tracks serving as reference. (B) Track images, with
each track image being measured at its corresponding resonant wavelength, but under a single incidence angle

5. CONCLUSION
We presented here a technique “plugging” the advantages of RWGs based sensing to simple imaging instrumentation,
and its versatility in term of sensing multiple wavelength. For robustness and sequence based measurement, we integrate
the profile dimension inside the chip. Both multiplex and sensitivity aspects have been considered, demonstrating here a
new method for self-reference refractive index sensing or bioarray imaging. Sensing of multiple wavelength using the
same chip support is of interest, specifically to study spectral properties, while keeping the analyte quantity low [8]. The
peak position is best determined using image correlation analysis, which demonstrated robustness against Fano lineshape
asymmetry. This technique might be extended to other resonance curves analysis. Together with demonstration of highly
accurate fits through correlation analysis, our scheme based on a “Peak-tracking chip” demonstrates a new technique for
label-free bioarray imaging or refractive index sensing with a simpler imaging set-up that maintains high performance
with cheap lenses. Sampling of spectral properties using the same chip support but varying the nanostructuration is
highly advantageous in term of robustness and flexibility of the technique. These multispectral aspects extend the
applications of our simple ‘chip based’ sensing principle. Our demonstration was realised in visible, but other domain of
wavelength may also be of interest. Indeed, specific fingerprints observed in the infrared might be studied through this
technique, using infrared transparent materials [11,12]. Moreover, as additional advantages in comparison to plasmonbased chips (so-called SPR), dual polarisation studies are also possible. This gives our new technique a large potential
for sensitive, robust and versatile sensing.
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